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C. May 24, 2011 Tornado

A. Overview
The May 24, 2011 tornado outbreak contained an EF5 tornado that tore

• The focus is the damage path of the May 24, 2011
EF5 tornado which tore through Piedmont and
Reno, Oklahoma, just northwest of Oklahoma City.

through Piedmont and El Reno, Oklahoma, leaving a 1609-meter wide
damage path stretching 101 kilometers. The purpose of this study was

• The tornado left a 1609-meter wide damage
path stretching 101 kilometers that left 9 killed
and 181 injured (NOAA, 2014).

to evaluate three vegetation indices, EVI, NDVI, SR, as well as
Principal Component Analysis calculated from Landsat 5 to determine
which was most effective to visualize the damage within the study area
and to analyze the recovery of natural vegetation and agriculture within
the damage path. We discovered that the red and NIR reflectance
visible in some principal components. We used NDVI to analyze the
severity of the agricultural damage (Winter Wheat), and recovery which
also appeared to have been stunted by drought.

• April and May 2011 were two of the most active
months for tornado activity on record.
• 324 fatalities were recorded in April alone.

B. Study Area
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Table 2 (above):
NDVI Sample points
and Dates. Figure 6:

D. Methods
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E. Results
Figure 1: Study area for northwestern Oklahoma City, Oklahoma within the Landsat

28/35 path/row scene.

Table 1 (above): Landsat sensor and dates used.
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Figure 3: Damage from the damage path, May 24th.

• NDVI, EVI, and SR indices were utilized to examine the study area in depth.
• Principle component analyses were also done on the study area in order to better analyze
the location and intensity of the tornado-effected terrain.
• In order to analyze the recovery of the vegetation directly effected by the tornado, NDVI
profiles were created from samples selected within the damage path.

• Oklahoma City population as of 2014: 620,602
• Oklahoma City total area: approximately 1,608.8 km2
• The city experiences hot and humid summers, with severe droughts and
occasional flash flooding.
• Grass fires and strong winds are both consistent features in the region.
• During winter, snow storms and ice are occasional occurrences.
• Average annual temperature for the city: 16.3 C with an average maximum
temperature of 22 C and an average minimum temperature of 10 C (U.S.
Climate Data 2015).
• The average annual normal precipitation is roughly 926 mm, with 203 mm of
annual mean snowfall (U.S. Climate Data 2015).

Although it was difficult to see the damage path in the NDVI
images, the actual values of NDVI within the path revealed that
the vegetation there did not recover over time after the tornado. In
order to analyze the rate of recovery for the vegetation in the
damage path, three NDVI sample pixels were chosen within the
path and observed from May through October. An image was also
included from April, before the tornado, to compare NDVI values
after the May 24 tornado to what they were before. These sample
observations revealed that the NDVI values took a sharp dip
immediately following the tornado, and then spiked in June,
before decreasing again.
NDVI
1st Observation
Point
2nd Observation
Point
3rd Observation
Point

bands did not reveal the damage path very clearly but the damage was
Figure 2: Radar image of the tornadic supercell that caused the
May 24th Tornado.

F. Recovery

Figure 4 (left): NDVI images of the study area, comparing
May 29 and June 14. Damage path is circled in red.

Figure 5 (right): PCA rotations of the study area,
comparing May 29 and June 14. Changing of seasons
accounts for the difference in crop color between the
images.

• It was found that the damage path was very difficult to see, particularly in the weeks following the tornado.
• It is nearly impossible to see in the June 14 image because the red band and the NIR band are not shown well by
the damage path.
• An attempt was made to create a new index that might be focused specifically on making the damage visible.
• Forward PCA rotations were utilized in an attempt to make the damage path visible. This was successful for the
initial image of the damage, where the damage path appears as a stark blue line (figure 6), but in the dates
following, the visibility of the damage path deteriorated even more rapidly than the NDVI.

NDVI values from
three sample points
within the damage
path over the
selected dates in the
table above.

The particular crop grown in the damage path was Winter Wheat,
which is typically harvested in the summer or fall. The region was
also experiencing a drought that year, according to NOAA, which
certainly inhibited the ability of agriculture to regrow. The third
sample point was taken over an already barren plot of land, which
accounts for why the NDVI was lower before the tornado. Figure 7
very clearly illustrates that the crops that year did not recover after
the tornado to what they were before it struck, due to the
tornado’s scalping of the top layer of soil and the following
drought.

G. Conclusions
• Attempts to make the damage path visible in most indices failed.
• The PCA rotation made the damage path most visible, but the damage path’s
visibility rapidly deteriorated with time.
• When NDVI values were observed, it was found that the vegetation did recover
relatively fast, but despite this, overall the vegetation did not fully recover to
what it was prior to the tornado.
• This is primarily due to a drought experienced the summer of that year.
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